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ADRIAN FULLAM
Speaking up for St Thomas

It ’s a t w o horse race in our area

1

ADRIAN and the Lib Dem
team keep in touch
all year round with their
FOCUS newsletter, paid for
and delivered by volunteers.

ADRIAN lives in
St Thomas, and is a
strong voice speaking
up for our Community.

Support your
Lib Dem team.
Just 45 votes
behind
last time

2 ADRIAN wants to ensure

A vote for Adrian Fullam and
the Liberal Democrats meansa
local champion for our area.

This year, voters are backing
Adrian Fullam as the only
chance to stop Labour in
St Thomas.

Use your vote wisely this May.
Only 45 votes behind last year
Vote for change.

Use your vote wisely
Vote for change

that St Thomas receives its
fair share of funding for
good value projects,services
and amenities.

LIB DEM
1005

Your choice for
St Thomas



Local
Champion

More
Labour
neglectOR

Use your local vote to back

and the Liberal Democrat s

Adrian
FULLAM
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Holding the council to account

Improving our Streets

Campaigning for
a better St Thomas

Contact details:

07855 979917
4 Berkshire Drive,
St Thomas,
Exeter EX4 1NE

adrian.fullam@yahoo.co.uk

Adrian has been meeting and
listening to local residents.
Running successful campaigns
and delivering results.

Adrian FULLAM

Only the Lib Dems - Adrian Fullam
can beat Labour here.

Your vote will decide - Vote wisely - Vote for change

Adrian Fullam - A strong voice speaking up for St Thomas

Decades of Labour control of Exeter City
Council has led to poor undemocratic
decisions made behind closed doors.
The worst example is the huge overspend
on the swimming pool in the city centre
which has stretched the Council to breaking
point.
Tory under-funding is a problem, but many
of Exeter's problems are a result of
Labour's blunders.
We need someone on the Council with the
ability to hold them to account.

Repairs to the Riverside Leisure
Centre, the Pinces Gardens
gatehouse and the Cowick
Street benches were all taking
forever to complete.
Liberal Democrats have been
campaigning on these issues
and embarrassing the Council
to get this work done.
We will keep pushing St Thomas
needs to the top of the
priority list.

Stalled house rebuilds in Newman
Road/Merrivale Road areas are
leaving the area looking like a
building site.
St Thomas is at the back of the queue
to get this work done - we need the
Council to get them finished and let
the houses to families in need of
homes as well as getting rent paid
to help improve other Exeter
Council properties.

Road & street repairs

Many roads and paths are in poor
condition and we have been
passing on reports of specific
issues to the County Council to
resolve.
It was great to see Wardrew Road
improved, there is much more to do.
We could do this more
effectively if elected as we would
then have direct access to Council
officers to highlight and prioritise
problems.


